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Introduction

"Ship vibrations" is a title used by various authors

to describe not a single phenomena, but rather a broad

collection of loosely related topics. These topics can

be categorized by the frequency of vibration, since the

individual phenomena lead to somewhat disjoint frequency

ranges, as can be seen qualitatively in Figure 1.

At extremely low frequencies, the ship vibrates as a

rigid or near rigid body under excitation by the wind,

waves or even by steering. At somewhat higher frequencies,

one observes the beam-like motions of the ship. On these

vibrations the ship bends or twists, but the sections do

not deform. Generally, these vibrations are excited by

the action of propulsion and by slamming. At the very

high frequency end we have local vibrations. A typical

situation for this would be a machine, which perhaps due

to some internal unbalance, vibrates on its mount or

supporting structure. These latter vibrations are of

sUfficiently high frequency and sufficiently localized

that the external hydrodynamics does not seem to play a

major role. In the above two low frequency cases the

external hydrodynamics, including all of the complexities

of wave generation due to the vibrations appears to be of

great importance.

The area of principal interest here is the somewhat gray

area between the low frequency and high frequency vibration

problems, a region which can be typified as one in which

deformation of the ship cross-sections plays an important

role. The appearance of substantial deformation of the

ship sections occurs first in the higher longitudinal

bending modes (Meijers, 1974, shows a substantial defor-

mation already in the fifth bending mode). At these lower
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bending modes the section deformation appears to

change slowly in the length direction and one could

suppose that the external hydrodynamics of the ship

could be treated by using a strip method. At higher

frequencies the characteristic length of deformations

in both the length and girth directions become com-

parable and it is clear that any handling of the external

hydrodynamics must address the full, three-dimensional

character of the vibration pattern.

The calculation of such a vibrational response of a ship

requires the treatment of the structure of the ship ( in

order to determine the inte~al forces created by defor-

mations) as weIl as the fluid outside the ship ( in order

to determine the corresponding hydrodynamic forces). Progress

towards determining the hydrodynamic effects in this vibra-

tion region has been made principally by Grim (1960 and

1975). However, these results apply to special shapes

(flat plates and circular cylinders) and to prescribed

deformation patterns. The aim of this paper is to develop

a procedure for prediction of the hydrodynamic forces which

does not have these limitations and, specifically, a pro-

cedure which is weIl suited for use with modern methods

of structural analysis.

In the last two decades powerful, finite element methods

have been developed which are now frequently used to

characterize the response of complicated structures.

(for instance, see Paulling 1963 or Zienkiewicz1971 ).

It is not to the point here to reiterate this process of

analysis in detail, but it is worthwhile to present a

skeleton of this analysis in order that the motivation

of this present research be clearly seen.
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Let us assume that the pertinent part of the ship's

structure is decomposed into aseries of adjoining,

simple structural elements (usually flat plates or

straight bars). The displacements of the corners of

these elements, and sometimes of other boundary or

internal points, are used to describe the deformation

of the whole structure. If we let V be a vector, the

components of which are the totality of these nodal

displacements, then the usual structural finite element

analysis yields in the end a relation

Kv =f +)
(1)

where K is the so-called stiffness matrix and f is a

vector of forces at the corresponding modes.

If the ship is undergoing periodic vibration, then we

may express

(2)

where Vo is a vector of complex displacement amplitudes.

Corresponding to this motion, there will be internal

inertial forces created by the masses of the individual

pieces of ship structure, machinery and cargo, and there

will be external hydrodynamic forces. The equation of

motion for such a problem is

+) we will adopt the convention here of using capital letters
for matrices and lower case ones for vectors.
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where
-l.wt

= ~ e is the veetor of external
hydrodynamie forees (referred to the

modes )

M= is the finite-element mass matrix

Z -lu>t.
= Teoe ~s the vector of external

exeiting fore es (referred to the
nodes) .

It should be noted that the components of K and M are
real, but those of ~ and feo , and thus those of ~
may not be.

We are generally interested in two different solutions

of (3). The first and most common is the determination

of the natural modes and resonant frequeneies. These

are deformations which are sustained by little or no

external forees (resonance). They are determined as the

solution of (3) with feo:: o. From a practieal point

of view the resonant frequeneies are most important,

since one would like to design the ship and machinery

to avoid exeitation of the corresponding resonant modes.

Another type of analysis, but not as often performed, is

the determination of the deformation pattern, V;, ,

created by a known exeitating pattern feo. It is clear

that in order to solve either of these problems we must

determine the hydrodynamie forces, r.; . These cause a
problem since they are ereated by the very motion that

we wish to determine. It will turn out that if we

presume that the motion is small, so that the problem

ean be linearized, then we can express ~ in terms of

~ in a simple fashion, given by

( 4)
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The matrix, W, is an arr,ay of hydrodynamic influence
coefficients each of which represents the force created
at one node due to the motion at another. On the sub-
sequent developrnent, it will also turn out that for very

high frequencies ... is real and independent of u)

However, at lower frequencies J.I becomes complex and de-
pendent on UJ . This arises due to the cpeation of waves,
a frequency dependent process. The complex nature of ..
at the lower frequency implies that the created waves

drain energy from the vibrating structure and thus gives

rise to an effective damping of the motion.

For the case of forced motions, the use of H in (4) leads

to a solution

(5)

where the symbol {_riimPlies the inverse matrix. For the

case of natural modes, we seek a solution for f = 0, oreo

(6)

This is clearly an eigenvalue problem, where the eigen-

values themselves correspond to the square of the resonant

frequencies, and the eigenvectors to the natural modes.

It should be noted that at low frequencies H is complex

and, a solution to the eigenvalue problem may not exist.

If the imaginary part of His relati vely small (that is,

the hydrodynamic damping is relatively small), then a

good estimate of the mode shapes and resonant frequencies

can be found by replacing H by Re (J..I) in (6).
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On conclusion, the analysis of vibration of ships can be

directly performed using the already weIl developed finite-

element structural analysis procedures if one can find a

representation of the hydrodynamic forces in the form of

(4). That is, as the product of a matrix~, which is de-

pendent on the ship geometry, but not its vibrational

motions distribution, and of a vector \t which only

depends on the motion. The remaining sections of this

paper are devoted to this task.
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Two Dimensional Deformations

For the lower frequency vibrations, say, for instance,

the fourth or fifth beam-like modes, the individual

sections may undergo significant deformation together

with a general translation or rotation. If the section

shape and also the motion distribution change slowly

in the lengthwise direction, then it may be appropriate

to use a strip theory, as described by Klein, 1967. The

three dimensional hydrodynamics are approximated by the

use of two-dimensional flows about the cross-sections.

Consider the oscillation of the skin of a two-dimensional

section shown in Figure 2. The deformation pattern, A2.(s,t)

is specified as a motion measured along the normal to the

undisturbed section. Tangential deformations are ignored

since their effect would only be local through the action

of viscosity in the water. We will assume that the defor-

mation is sinusoidal and is given by

~ {
-(./Ut }A (S t) -= a,(S) e

'1.
J

(7)

where a(s) is a complex function of .s . We will also
make the following assumptions:

i) The fluid is incompressible and inviscid, and the

flow is irrotational. Effects such as surface tension,

cavitation etc. are ignored also. As a result, the fluid

motion can be described by a potential, q>( 1U.J~ ; t ), which

satisfies LaP lace' s equation ~4> = 0 in the fluid domain.
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ii) The motions are small enough so that the nonlinear

boundary conditions on the body and free surface may be

replaced by linear boundary conditions on the mean

section and the undisturbed free surface, 1 =o. On the
body this boundary condi tion is q>M,=A-t(S.1t ) and on

the free surface the appropriate condition is ~t ~ 4J~= 0

A solution, 'P, to this boundary value prob lem can be

obtained as a distribution of oscillatory source Green

functions, G(~/}j '1,t;) t) on the periphery of the sub-

merged contour Co, as giyen by

(8)

The Green Function, ~, is source like when (~J})

approaches ('Y{,~) and satisfies the free surface boundary

condition given in ii) above. This Green function is weIl

known and given, for instance, by Wehausen as

~
~

iHr. Pt - JAtL(d2

j1 + 2 p.f.fdl< Ei'
t
-k.~';k_ foJ

lRD
[ e

- L v (3...
}

(9)

.

- L
where

(1J-~t) + t (J-~)'

(}-?[ + i. C'}+;J)

uJ2/~.=
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The first two terms in (9), the logarithmic terms~

represent the flow created by a source in the fluid

and a sink at the so-called "mirror image" point.

These terms are not dependent on the frequency of

oscillation,u>. The remaining terms, however, are

and are associated with the creation of waves on the

water surface. At high frequencies, these terms become

very small and can be ignored or, as shown in a later

section, simplified.

The function Q(S) in (8) is the complex strength of

the oscillating source distribution and must be chosen

so that the kinematic boundary condition on the body,

ii) above, is satisfied. As a result, we have the

following complex equation

( (N .~) S Q(SI) G dS'} \ = -tw (J..(S) +)
Co Co

(10)

where N is the outward unit normal and ~ is the

gradient operator

The appropriate, linearized form of the pressure

equation is p(S Jt) = -f <Pt
'

or

(11)

~) For simplicity, we adopt the convention here and
throughout the rest of the paper that the arguments
of G and other functions will be enumerated only
when needed for clarity.
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Before we start with the solution of (10), it is

instructive to first consider a special selection

of Q.(S) = 8 (5-S) , a Dirac.Delta function. The
solution source density obtained from (10) is both

,..,J

a function of Sand of the parameter S . We will
,...

denote this solution by Q(.9)~) and presume, for the

moment, that this function is known. Thus

t
(N. V)

~
Q (S'):S) G ds' } i

= - L W S (S - s)

~ (0

(12 )

If we multiply both sides of (12) by an arbitrary

deformation distribution a(s) and integrate with
N

respect to .5, we get, after rearrangement

( 13)

The term in the [ ] brackets of (13) is, by comparison

with (10), the required source density for the flow

created by the deformation (((5). Inserting this source

density in (11) and again rearranging, we obtain

where

T (S/S) - Lf W S Q (5'/5) ~ ds'
Co
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It is clear that T(5JS) is a function independent

of the deformation pattern, OCCS), although it is

dependent on the section contour CD. As such TCsJs)
captures the essential hydrodynamics of the flow

about this section. It is the pressure at a point $

due to a unit motion at S and is precisely the

type of influence function we need in order to

generate an influence matri x 1-1 given in (4).

A few other choices of a(~ are worth mentioning.

If 0..(5) = n~
'

the "i component of the uni t normal,

then the resulting deformation corresponds to pure

sway. Similarly a.(S) = V1 ~ results in pure heave.

In other words, special choices of <1,(5)lead to

flows about rigid sections, and these flows have

been treated by many researchers. There appears to

be no closed-form solution to these rigid body flows

for sections of arbitrary shape and, therefore, it

seems unlikely that a closed-form solution for Q (5,5)

introduced above will be forthcoming. Among the

approximate methods, the "close-fit" method of

Frank, 1967 appears to be best suited for extension

to the arbitrary deformation vibration problem since

it is already a finite element approach. We will

therefore adopt this approach here as a foundation

and use the general solution method using 8 functions

described above as a model for this extension.
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The "Close-Fit"-Method for Arbitrary Deformations

In this development a somewhat different and, it is

believed, more consistent philosophy is used than

in the original paper by Frank. Here, we will avoid

the apparent solving the integral equation (10) only

at a fixed number of points. Rather we will maintain

the functional character of both right and left-hand

sides of (10). In the end our formulation results in

the same one which one would get if the Frank approach

were carried forth consistently. However, it is believed

that the approach presented here displays perhaps a bit

better the level of approximation which is assumed.

We will approximate the given contour by n straight

line segments as shown in Figure 3. The coordinates SL

(on the undisturbed free surface on the right) and

S2are the end points of the first segment; Sn and

Sn+1 (on the undisturbed free surface on the left)

are the end points for the n th Segment. Frank's pro-

cedure for discretization is that along this new poly-

gonal contour, C, we will approximate all functions

piecewise by segments of constant value. This latter

value is chosen to be the value of the function at the

center of the corresponding line segment. For this pur-

pose, we define

(15 )
5L ~ S ( S. ,1,+ i

othenv'lsE

s. = 1. (S. + S l.-t-i )
l. 2 I-

~i. -; -i.(~t+~i..1)

} '- = ~ (~i, +a-L~d



IV\.

a(S) ,... ,2 a(s~) ~~(s) - Qj. ~..cs) +),....
t,: 1

Q tS) ,... 2 Q.,(s) Q ($..5) and (16 )-- ~=i
fY1

QCS};.) % ~9,(SJJSJ ~}(s) = 9>i.~i ~(s)
.. t:1
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The function ~(S) here plays a role which can be

characterized as a finite-element delta function.

Using these definitions, we make the following finite

element approximations

The motivation for the second expansion in (16) sterns

directly frorn and by analogy to (13). At this point it

is yet to be proved that such an expansion is appropriate.

Also, for clarity, we will use index notation rather than

vector notation here. Inserting (16) into (10) we get

If we let

(18)

+) As a shorthand, we use the standard convention that
when indicies are repreated, summation is implied.
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( 19)

Since the "~" functions are orthogonal over the sub-
merged contour (for any given value of S, only one

function j i. , L:: 1,rYI i8 different from zero), then
we may equate the right hand side termwise to the left,

or

-i
It can be seen by inspection that the choi~e qi}= - i.U) bi:.~

transforms (20) into an identity, where bl.~ is the

inverse of bJk (i.e. bi.\b~k::; i if l.=~, and 0
otherwise). That is, this choice of ~i.! solves the

flow problem independent of the particular choice of
deformation pattern Q~.
The corresponding source strength is then

(21 )

If we insert this source strength into the pressure

integral, (11), we get
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- If we let

f Sc ~ 1(S I)
G dS'} \ c

""
U (5) ~ 2. V1,_ (S~)

;} k=1 ~

= U. (S) and1

~~(S) =- v-~k.}k(S)

then we may rewrite (22) as

(24)

. . tO J -~u.>t}
If we are l.nteres ted l.n rk. = U\.Q 1. ~o e J , the
oscillating normal force on any segment ~ (of unit

width), then we must multiply thispressure by the

length of this se gment , dk Thus,

(25)

where

Equation (25) is then the formula for the required

influence matrix, H, shown in (4).

Formulas for the matrix components bL} and 'U.J-k..
using the Green function (9) are given by Frank. In

order to use (25) we need only find the inverse of
b~}
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Two-Dimensional Results

a. High Frequency

Using the procedures presented by Frank and the

pressure influence function, bt} 'lL}~ ~k(S)' shown in

(24) was computed for a variety of cases. This first

set of cases corresponds to the case of w~(»whereby

the wave dependent parts of (9) vanish, leaving only

the two logarithmic terms. For most of the vibration

problems for which a general deformation pattern is

important, this assumption is quite accurate. A further

investigation of this point will be made below.

Three section shapes were investigated: a half circle,

a rectangle and a triangle. All three were decomposed

into 24 segments. The computed pressure influence

functions are shown in Figures 4-6. These functions

give the non-dimensional pressure per unit width

generated around the section due to the motion of the
ith segment. One can see that these motions lead to

pressure distributions which are maximum at the moved

segment and somewhat slowly decay, approaching zero at

the free surface. As a result these pressure functions

are not sy~tric with respect to the centerline, al-

though the sections are. Further, one can see that

motions of the segments near the free surface produce

much smaller pressure changes (both on the moved seg-

ment and elsewhere) than the same motion at a deeply

submerged segment. This result is new only in this con-

text, since this fact has been known for years by

hydroacousticians.
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As a eheek of the aeeuraey of the proeedure,eomputations

were made of the rigid body added masses in sMay and

heave by taking CllS) equal to r"\} and V1~ respeeti vely.

These values were eompared with exaet eomputations for

these seetions and errors in the order of 3 % were ob-

tained. An inerease in the number of segments from 24

to 40 redueed the error to less than 1 %.

Figure 7 shows four different deformation patterns

assumed for the reetangular eross-seetion and the eorre-

sponding eomputed press ure distribution. The first

pattern is that in whieh Q(S) is eonstant. This eorre-

sponds to a breathing motion where the whole seetion

grows and shrinks periodieally. The seeond deformation

pattern has a(s) eonstant on the bottom and zero on the

sides. This eorresponds to pure heaving. The last two

deformation patterns might be due to typieal vibrations.

The first of these is symmetrie about the eenterline

and the seeond is neither symmetrie nor asymmetrie.

All of these deformation patterns have the same motion

at segment 12 (next to the eenterline on the bottom).

One ean readily see that the pressure whieh oeeurs at

this point is strongly dependent on the shape of the

deformation pattern. The reason for this behavior is

elear. The pressure influenee funetions are rather

broad funetions, in the sense that motion at one segment

ereates substantial press ures in the whole neighbour-

hood of the segment. When we have a deformation pattern

in whieh the seetion expands ( als) > 0 ), in one region
and eontraets ( Q.,(S) <.. 0 ) in the neighboring region,

then the indueed pressures tend to eaneel one another.

This observation explains the results of Grim, 1975,

where he shows that the flow about an oseillating

eireular eylinder produees smaller press ures when the

wave length of the deformation pattern around the peri-

phery beeomes small.
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We see then that the usual assumption of a fixed,

hydrodynamic mass per segment (c.f. Grim 1975) must

be considered only a crude approximation for use in

performing engineering calculations. Further, in any

case, the induced press ures , and thus the effective

added masses in the neighbourhood of the free surface

are much smaller than those near the ship bottom. The

decrease in induced press ures with decreasing girth

wave length reported by Grim and also determined here

gives a theoretical justification for ignoring hydro-

dynamic effects for the case of high frequency, local

vibrations.

b. Moderate Frequency

The procedure for the computation of the oscillatory

flow about an arbitrary section using the full Green

function given in (9) is worked out by Frank and could,

in principle, be carried over here. However, as pointed

out by Frank in this context (and by Fritz-John, 1950

for the general case) this solution procedure breaks

down at infinitely many special frequencies. These fre-

quencies are associated with slashing modes internal to

the body. Because of round-off errors and other in-

accuracies the computation becomes ill-conditioned even

in the neighborhood of these critical frequencies. For

the most part the lowest critical frequency is already

in the upper range of interest for ship motions and its

existence does not cause many problems in the computation

of the corresponding, rigid-body flows. However, in the

frequency range that we are interested in these critical

frequencies occur quite frequently and do cause problems.
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A procedure for avoiding this problem is available for

these higher frequencies. First, let us make an asymptotic

expansion of the principal value integral in (9) appro-

priate for large values of V \~,...\ where
(31.-= l~-~)+ i.(~...t',)

as before. As
'9 1f3:2.1 ~ 00 , we have

The summation shown in (26) is asymptotic in nature

and does not converge.For large values of v\j->'J.\ ,

the first few terms give a good approximation. Inserting

the above expression into (9), we obtain

f
ß,- = - (~ -?t) + -l l J + ~ )

This approximate Green function can be easily interpreted.

The first term includes the source singularity, Q,n (3, ,

and other terms involving (32..which are smooth (that is,

not wavy) functions of P'2.. The lastterm contains all of

the character of the free surface waves. This last term

is bounded in magnitude by exp [v l, +~)] ; and on
the bottom of a ship of draft T, this bound is exp l..-vT1

For a typical case under consideration here (\?T) is at

least 20 and more usually 100. As a result, the value of

the lastterm in (27) for a location on the bottom of the

ship is less than 10-9 for our range of interest. This is

only another way of stating that at high frequencies the

wave length is short and that the fluid motion created

by these waves remains in a thin layer extending about

one wave length below the free surface.
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We may use these observations in the following way.

Wave motion ereated on one side of the ship ean affeet

the flow on the other side of the ship only by indueing

a flow underneath the ship, sinee there is no other path

of eommunieation between the sides. The above remarks

show that if the frequeney of the ereated waves is re-

latively high, no flow is indueed underneath the ship

and thus the wave motion on one side of the ship is

sensibly independent of that on the other side. The

exae t Green funeti on (9) and the approxima te one (27)

do not show this separation sinee they are derived

assuming there is a free-surfaee along the whole line

z=o. That is, the Frank solution proeedure implieitly

eonstruets a flow in whieh there is a flow internal to

the ship eontour as weIl as that external. The formal,

eomputed interaetion of the waves ereated by the two

ship sides at high frequeneies oeeurs only through the

fietitious flow within the seetion eontour, sinee, as

deseribed above it eannot oeeur through a flow outside

the eontour.

As a result then, we shall modify our applieation of the

Green funetion in (27) by setting the last term (that

is, the wave term) equal to zero when '}'{.1J-<. 0 , i.e. when

(1J/} ) is on the side of the ship opposite to (?il; ).

This separation of the wave effeets between the sides of

the ship eliminates the eritieal frequeney problems. It

should be pointed out that the argument whieh leads to

this separation only applies at high frequeney and ean

not be used, for instanee, to eliminate the lowest eritieal

frequeney. Further, we ean see from the above argument

that the ereation of waves, that is the generation of

external damping for general deformation vibrations, is

eoneentrated in the two regions of the seetion near the

free surfaee.
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Using the Green function given in (27) leads to values

of b1l which are complex and, as a result the inverse

matrix b~~ is also complex. The finite element pressure

functions are likewise complex and, therefore, so is

~
i. ~ in (25). Computations for the rectangular cross-

section shown in Figure 6 were made including the high

frequency free surface effect by using 4 (modified as

described above to eliminate the critical frequency

problem). The results are shown in Figure 8 for w~B ~
2C.1

2~~O. One can see that only at the topmost segments

are there any discernable differenc~in the real

(in-phase) pressures, and these differences are slight.

The imaginary (out-of-phase) pressures are all small,

but are very dependent on the value GO~B/~~. We can con-

clude that for the purpose of determining the normal

mode shapes and natural frequencies, it is probably

sufficient to compute only the W ~OC> results previously

presented.

As the results above show, the consideration of wave making

effects does not greatly modify the real (in-phase)

pressures created around a section over those which would

occur, if the assumption w CX) were made. The imaginary

(out-of-phase) pressures do not exist when W~OD and so

it is problematical to assess whether they are small or

large for a given, finite~~. Because these out-of-phase

pressures are directly related to wave creation they re-

flect an energy dissipation or damping. The damping of the

vibration is important principally at aresonance, since the

size of the response is limited here only by the damping.

It seems fair to say that the hydrodynamic damping is im-

portant if it is of comparable magnitude to the intrinsic

damping of the structure. The latter is typically less

than 5 % of critical damping and often more like 1 %. (c.f.

Betts,Bishop and Price, 1976).
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The determination of the exact contribution of the

hydrodynamic damping to the overall damping of a

structure requires a detailed knowledge of both the

mass and stiffness distributions within the structure.

If a particular mode is determined to be important

either by sOlving (6) using ~(1-4) instead of 1-4

computed at the resonant frequency, Wr, (or alterna-

tively, and somewhat cruder, using
'""

computed as

W~OD), we can express the non-dimensional hydro-

dynamic damping (damping divided by critical damping)

for this mode as folIows:

- 1m. { Je a-<s) p dS}

2 [IR.{
Je

Q. ~ ds} + fL.Ja ;'C1l'ä) dddJl

where r is the area enclosed by the curve Co , and

a (~/'}) is the distribution of motion of the structure

within the section. When (~~J1) lie on the boundary Co

at a point corresponding to s' , then a. ("(ir>~I) = a.( S' ) .

The numerator is proportional to the work dissipated

and the [J term in the denominator is proportional to

the internal kinetic energy. The first term of the

denominator is the contribution due to the external

fluid and the second is that due to the internal

structure. It seems appropriate here to calculate

another damping,

- (2 8)

which represents the damping in this mode if the internal

structure were massless. Clearly 11~ > t;h (since

all of the integrals in (28) are positive) and we can
I

conclude that if Ihh is small compared to the intrinsic

structural damping then ~ certainly iso Figure 9

shows the variation of ~I ~ith (w~8) corresponding to
'" 2.~
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the results shown in Figure 8. It can be

for this deformation pattern if ~~> 20

and must be considered negligible.

seen that

, 1:,1 <. 0.003
I,

For an actual case, solution of (6) yields the whole

deformation pattern and evaluation of (18) can be

made without reference to ~~ .
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Three Dimensional Vibrations

In the previous section we considered only two dimen-

sional vibrations. This information can be used pre-

sumably in a striptheory in order to compute the

pressures over areal ship. In this case, one would

require that both the original section shape and the

deformation pattern change slowly along the ship's

length. Let us now assume that the ship is undergoing

a higher frequency vibration for which the deformation

pattern varies sinusoidally along the ship's length and

for which the wave length of the deformation cannot be

considered large. It is reasonable to assume that we

can still apply a stripmethod to this problem as long

as the ship section shape still meets the slow-varying

criterion and if we solve the following three-dimensional

problem. Let us assume that we form an infinite cylinder

with the ship's cross-section. The deformation pattern

will be assumed arbitrary around the girth and sinusoi-

dal along the length, and given by

A (llp S . t) -= a. ()') ~s 1J.'I (!.DS wt
~ I ) r (30)

where A3 is, as before, meas ured normal to the section

contour. When JA-;;: 0 we obtain our previous two-

dimensional case. A solution to the general boundary

value problem can also be represented by a distribution

of Green functions on the surface of the cylinder by

(31 )
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For this high-frequency case, the appropriate Green

function is independent of LV and given by

Like the high-frequency, two-dimensional case this is

a source underwater and a sink outside the flow at the

image point above the free surface. The kinematic boun-

dary condition on the cylinder surface is then

Let us try a source distribution q3(~JS') = CDs'p~ Q(~").

The left hand side of (33) becpmes

cx:>

( N .V) J cis' Q (5') J' CL>,Sjt ~ G3 eJ~
Co - 00

From (32) above, we see that the form of G3 is such

that it is a function of (~-1) and not of ~ and ')0

independently. We now introduce a new variable ~ = ~ - X
and (34) becomes
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Since G.3(~) = ~3 (- ~ ), the term involving ~;«
~

drops out and thus (33) becomes

where

~3 = Joa) df (ßS?~ / [ ~2+ (~-~/+ ~-~/J ~z

-
So

co
cl~ Ce~;-~/ [~'2 T (~-1[)2

+ (b+ ~ ) <] Yz

-1-
1.:n'

In (36) we have made use of the fact that (N. V) CDsJA Y-
on the cylinder is CDsfL'/. (N. ~ ). G'3 is made of

two terms, each of the form

where \ßI is the two-dimensional distance between

("}/}) and (~I f,l or ('l/-~). Introducing a new

variable tf = ;--t1
'

this integral becomes

(38 )

That is, this integral is a function of only the

combination ;-vl~\, and we can write (37) as

(40 )
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It should be pointed out here that G3 is not a harmonie

funetion. Rather it is the Green funetion whieh allows

us to solve the three dimensional problem using (34),

a formula whieh is of the same form as (10) for the two-

dimensional problem. Grim, 1970, has shown that the

three-dimensional solution for this problem satisfies

a two-dimensional Poisson equation.

The funetion ~(;-tl,6\) was determined for a wide range of

values for ~I~I by numerieal integration using Simpson's

rule, and is shown in Figurel0. For use as a Green fune-

tion we require that ~(ft.I~I) behave as ~ltB\ I tf3l~o

Without loss of generatily, then, the funetion <}(M.\ßI)

whieh behaves as ~~I~I) in this limit, was redueed by

the eonstant ~~ . It is elear from Fig.l0 that the two

dimensional and three dimensional Green funetion behave

monotonieally, but the slope oE ~ approaehes zero aS

~I~I approaehes infinity mueh more quiekly than the

slope of k \;31.

The determination of Q3(S) , the girthwise variation of

souree strength, is performed using the same finite element

method as for Q (s). If we let

= 1
(H .,,)

Sc b}
(Si) G3 05')

~ SC )J (5') G3 ds' ~

-=
6~/i,~ ~ }(S)

= ~,
J-~ ~1e(S)

(41 )

then, the pressure aeting on the eylinder,
1'21

(')GJS )t )

is given by
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Calculations of the pressures was performed for the

rectangular section considered previously and the

results are shown in Figures 10 and 11. In Fig. 10

the amplitude of the pressure is shown (that is, only

the part ~ { } in (A2)), as a function of the longitu-

dinal wave length AlB = 211'/JA- B. It is seen that even
for very large values, ')t.. /6 =: 6 , that the three dimen-

sional effects are very strong and the resulting

pressures are much smaller than the corresponding two-

dimensional case AlB = 00 . Even more dramatic are

the results for the special cases of deformations which

result in heave and sway. With a value of ,.u..B/2=0.8,

which corresponds to a longitudinal wave length approxi-

mately 4 times the beam, the heave added mass is only

60 % of that for infinite wave length (two-dimensional

motion. )
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Summary and Conclusions

The above computations show that it is relatively simple

to extend the method of Frank to compute the hydrodynamic

pressure around an arbitrary section undergoing an arbi-

trary deformation. For simple two dimensional sections

undergoing high frequency (LU~OO) vibrations, the com-

putation is straight-forward. For finite, but still re-

latively high frequencies, Frank's method must be modi-

fied to eliminate the critical frequency problem. The

approach adoptedhere is asymptotic, that is, applies

only to relatively high frequencies and cannot be extended

to low frequencies. It was also shown that the extension

to deformation patterns which are periodic along the length

of an otherwise arbitrary cylinder can also be easily

performed. For this problem one obtains a new, non-

harmonic Green function.

Computations for all of these formulations were performed

and the following conclusions can be shown:

1. Two dimensional deformations (LV~OO)

a. Pressures developed by the motion of one panel

of the section (allother panels remaining

fixed) are highest at the moved panel and

decay gradually reaching zero at the free

surface.

b. Motions of panels near the free surface

result in far smaller induced pressures than

those deeply submerged.

c. The pressures created at one panel are due not

only to its motion, but also to the motion of

the other panels nearby. As a result, when the

deformation pattern has many modes around the

periphery, the induced press ures are quite small

compared to a simple motion (say heaving) where

the motion is all cf one sign.
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2. Two-Dimensional Motions ( 0) largebut finite)

The effeet of wavemaking exists only on

those panels quite near the free surfaee.

The panels near the ship bottom are apparently

unaffeeted. For a realistie deformation

pattern of a reet angular eross-seetion it was

found that the damping of this vibration mode

eaused by wave generation was negligible if
W~B

>,o2~ .

3. Three-Dimensional Motions

a. The effeet of periodie longitudinal variation

of the deformation pattern is to reduee the

press ures whieh would nave been generated if there

were no longitudinal variation.

b. with very short longitudinal wave lengths

~ -large) the press ures generated at a panel

are proportional mostly to the motion of that

panel and are fairly independent of the motions

of neighboring panels.
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Appendix

In order to eompute the pressures indueed on a two-

dimensional seetion by an arbitrary deformation pattern

we see from (25) that we need the influenee elements bL}
and 1.LSk Computation of these elements is given in

detail by Frank and only the prineipal results are

tabulated here. Consider a eomplex funetion 't (";J/~ j
'LJ~

)

.I'

whieh is analytie in the eomplex variable }=}~L~ and

also = "t+ \. ~ . Then (referringto figureAl) we see that

""where ~;,.is the eomplex eoordinate eorresponding to the

'"vertex at S~ and 1,. is that eorresponding to .5~+1
~ ~.1 d

This formula applies to all funetions whieh are harmonie

in the interval (~. 1. 1?) I 1,..1...1 .

For instanee, if
~* J

,we see from (9) that

S

SI~1
b

L} = (N . V)
s.

G (~t I~ i. ~ ~
(s' )

I~ (s' ») d SI

~

:
dTI'
~

f

L e- i.('1<Xl )

{

. fM. f>,,,
-~

~2i.~i. .

}

51+1.

]
-t- 2 p.,r,

S
d(l ~

ßtL..

o 'V-k s~.

+ ~ (k [-i. (e.""
i.(c"{O<t)

e-
~ v

~2i.) {S!+i.

]
where SJ

ß'i- == (1i,-~) + i: C}~ -~)

(32~ =- (\}~-'1) ~ L(jL+~)
(A2)
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If i.-= r then the first term of the Green funetion,

iM. a.. ,is not harmonie at the midpoint of thej.J 1.1. ,. "..
interval [~ ~. 1 and the implieit interehange of

?t J 41-+-1

differentiation and integration in deriving this for-

mula is not valid. For this ease, Frank shows that

The expressions for the other terms in (A2) for ~=}

are eorreet.

In order to eompute the press ure influenee funetions

'U.J~ we have

(A4)

Direet integration by Frank gives the following result

When we are dealing with the asymptotie expansion for the

Green funetion (given in (21)). Integration for 'UAk.ean
be easi ly evaluated using (A.2) and (A5), inserting the

expression for the prineipal value integral (26).

In dealing with the three dimensional vibration problem

we find that the appropriate Green funetion, ~3' is

not harmonie in the variab les (31 and (32. We would like,

however, to reeover a formula for the normal indueed

veloeity eomparable to (A1) above. Referring to figure

(A1) again, we see that
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- S\M.(X.~ - coS Ol.'.Q..L ~)( LC~

c.o~ e ~
~r

~_ sÜv\.eE.-
Cr,! '2>r-

Thus (N.':/) = ~\V\.(oc 8 ).Q.. . Also by inspection, we\. "O'r
see that dr = ds / c.os(e-o:~), and ds =-)""da/ StM (9 - O(<t)
Whence,

(N.V) 5S~"j.~(r) ds
s.
i ~. . +:1.

= siM ((Xl O{) 'V (f")l +J ')

(A6 )
@,id

CDs (ol- Dt.)
(

r diJ d&
L } J 0'-

e'I

The formula shown in (A6) applies to areal function ~
which is a function of the distance,r, only. Each of the

two terms which compose ~3 (gi ven in (38)) are of this

form and are weIl behaved if i=/: d. Once again, if i.=} ,
the term ~ (p-I ß.) ) contains a component 1M. 1{3.1 which

is singular. Since this component is the same as the

previous two-dimensional case we get the result shown

in (A3) if ~=;}. Otherwise,

where ~(y-) = y- ~
components, we have

. For the pressure influence

(A8)

In performing the calculations presented in this paper,

the last integral in (A7) and the integral in (A8) were

computed numerically using a trapezoidal rule.
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Figure 2. Deformation of an Arbitrary Cross-Section



Figu~ 3. Finite Element Coordinate System



Figure 4. Fressure Influence Functions for a Circular Section



Figure 5. Pres8ure Influence Functions for a Triangular Section



Figure 6. Pre8sure Influence Functions for a Rectangular Section
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Figure 8. Effect of Finite Frequen9Y on Pressures Induced by
DefOr8&1:1on c.
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Figure 11. Effect of Lenlthwise Variation of Deformation on

the Pressure Distribution for Deformation c.
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Figure Ai. Definitions for Co.puting the Normal Velocity

on Ele.ent i Induced by Ele..nt j.


